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Abstract
The work in Bunder (Theoret. Comput. Sci. 169 (1996) 3{21) shows that for each one of
many implicational logics the set of all lambda terms, that represent proofs in that logic, can be
specied. This paper gives, for most of these logics, algorithms which produce, for any given
formula, a form of minimal proof within a xed number of steps or otherwise a guarantee of
unprovability. For the remaining logics there are similar algorithms that produce proofs, but not
within a xed number of steps. The new algorithms have been implemented in Oostdijk (Lambda
Cal2). c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction




and a set of axiom schemes.
In this paper the axiom schemes we will be interested in will be taken from the
following list:
I ! 
K ! ! 
B (! )! (! )! ! 
B0 (! )! (! )! ! 
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C (! ! )! ! ! 
W (! ! )! ! 
S (! ! )! (! )! ! 
T ! (! ! )! ! 
Logics will be named by their axiom schemes. SK logic is the intuitionistic implica-
tional logic H!, BCIW logic, BB0IW logic and BB0I logic are the relevance logics
R!, T! and T!−W of Anderson and Belnap [1]. BCI and BCK logics, rst discussed
in [7], are now known as linear implicational logics.
The axioms are, of course, the types of the combinators, I;K; : : : ;T. If a combinator
X has type  and a combinator Y has type ! , the combinator (XY ) has type .
Thus each Hilbert style proof of a theorem of any of these implicational logics can
be represented uniquely by a combinator formed by application from the combinators
representing the axioms. If the formulas ;  and  above are replaced by atoms a; b; c
we obtain the principal types of the combinators { all others are substitution instances
of these. Principal types of compound combinators are obtained from those for the
primitive ones by condensed detachment, a combination of minimal substitution and
! e (for details see [3] or [6]).
Natural deduction style proofs of theorems of H! can be represented by unique
lambda terms. Each hypothesis is assigned, as a type, to a distinct variable. The ! e
and ! i rules then generate -terms representing proofs as follows:
! e
X : !  Y : 
XY : 
and
! i [x : ]
:
Y : 
x: Y : ! 
There are well-known translations from -terms to SK-combinators and vice versa
and so from one kind of proof to the other.
In [3] a general denition of the denability of sets of -terms, in terms of a set Q
of combinators was given and for various sets of combinators the corresponding set of
-terms was determined.
For example, xy: zz(xy) is BB0I denable (by B(zz)) while xyz: zz(xy) is not.
Each algorithm given below will, for a given formula, nd a natural deduction-style
proof (in the form of a lambda term) that is translatable into a Hilbert-style proof (in
the form of a combinator) in a given logic.
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2. Some denitions
We now list some denitions involving types and terms.
Denition 1. If for a closed -term X (i.e. one with no free variables), X :  can be
derived using ! i and ! e X is an inhabitant of  and  a type of X .
Denition 2. (i)  is a positive subtype of a type .
(ii) If  is a positive subtype of  or a negative subtype of  then  is a negative
subtype of ! .
(iii) If  is a negative subtype of  or a positive subtype of  then  is a positive
subtype of ! .
Denition 3. An occurrence of a positive (negative) subtype  of a type  is said
to be long if the occurrence of  is not the right-hand part of a positive (negative)
subtype !  of .
We denote atomic types by a; b; c; : : : . All other types are said to be composite.
Denition 4. The rightmost atomic subtype of a type is known as its tail.
Example.  = (a! b)! (b! c)! ((a! b)! c)! c has b! c; (a! b)! c, the sec-
ond occurrence of a and the rst occurrence of a! b as long negative subtypes and ,
the rst occurrence of a and the second occurrences of b and a! b are long positive
subtypes of .
Denition 5.
dn()= the number of distinct long negative subtypes of :
do()= the number of occurrences of long negative subtypes of :
dcp()= the number of distinct long positive composite subtypes of :
dapn() = the number of distinct atoms that are tails of both long
positive and long negative composite subtypes of :
F()= 2dn()(dapn() + dcp()) + dn():
G()= 2do()(dapn() + dcp()) + do():
jj= the total number of subtypes of :
Denition 6. A -term is in -normal form if it has no subterm of the form (x: X )Y .
It is in -normal form if it also has no subterm of the form (x: Xx) where x =2FV (X )
(the set of free variables of X ).
Every theorem of intuitionistic implicational logic has, as an inhabitant, a -term in
-normal form.
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Example. With x1 : (a! b)! c! a; x2 : b; x3 : a, we can show
x1x2: x1(x3: x2) : ((a! b)! c! a)! b! c! a:
Note that in this example we have
x1 : (a! b)! c! a; x2 : b ‘ x1(x3: x2) : c! a:
(This stands for : x1 : (a! b)! c! a and x2 : b then x1(x3:x2) : c! a.)
This could be expanded to
x1 : (a! b)! c! a; x2 : b; x4 : c ‘ x1(x3: x2)x4 : a;
so that
x1x2x4: x1(x3: x2)x4 : ((a! b)! c! a)! b! c! a:
The algorithms we outline below are designed to generate, for a given type , inhab-
itants of this expanded or \long" normal form, dened below. Terms in long normal
form can always be -reduced to -normal form.
Denition 7. If X is a -term in -normal form with type  then
(i) X is in long normal form (lnf) if every occurrence of any variable xi of type
1!    ! k! a in X occurs as the initial part of a subterm xiX1 : : : Xk .
(ii) An occurrence of a subterm Y of X is long if it is in the form xiX1 : : : Xk and is
not a proper part of YXk+1 in X or is in the form xi : : : xj:Z and is not a proper
part of xi−1:Y in X .
For example, if Y = x1 : : : xn: xiX1 : : : Xk is an occurrence of a subterm of X then
the occurrences within Y of xj : : : xn:xiX1 : : : Xk and xiX1 : : : Xp where 1<j6n and
06p<k are not long in X . Other occurrences of these elsewhere in X may be long.
If a term X , with type , is in long normal form, a long subterm of X will have a
type that is either atomic or a long positive subtype of .
Denition 8. (i) X is of -depth 0 in X .
(ii) If an occurrence of a term Y is of -depth d in X then Y is of -depth d in
UX and XU , provided these are in -normal form.
(iii) If an occurrence of a term Y is of -depth d in xi:U , it is of -depth d in
xjxi:U .
(iv) If an occurrence of a term Y is of -depth d in V 6 xi:U for any xi or U ,
then Y is of -depth d+ 1 in xj:V .
Denition 9. The -depth of a term X is the maximal -depth of any subterm of X
in X .
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3. SK Logic
The decidability of Intuitionistic logic was rst proved by Gentzen [4]. He used his
subformula property, which eectively says that if a formula  has a proof, there is
a proof that contains only subformulas of . Also there is a bound to the length of
the branches of that proof. We also use a subformula property, for a formula  with
unknown inhabitant X , but this one (Lemma 2) distinguishes the types of dierent
parts of X . As a result the search procedure is much shorter.
Lemma 1. If X is a normal form inhabitant of ; U is a subterm of X of type 
and V is a term of type  with FV (V )FV (U ); then the result of replacing U by
V in X is another inhabitant of .
Proof. By a simple induction on the length of X .
Example.
X = x1x2: x2(x3: x2(x4: x1x3x4)) : (a! a! b)! ((a! b)! b)! b:
Here x1 : a! a! b, x2 : (a! b)! b, x3 : a and x4 : a, so
U = x3: x2(x4: x1x3x4) : a! b
and
V = x3: x1x3x3 : a! b:
So we have
X [V=U ] = x1x2: x2(x3: x1x3x3) : (a! a! b)! ((a! b)! b)! b:
Lemma 2. If ‘ Z : ; then there is a term X in long normal form such that
(i) No two distinct variables of X have the same type.
(ii) ‘ X : 
(iii) For every composite long subterm Y of X with FV (Y )= fxi1 ; : : : ; xikg we have
xi1 : i1 ; : : : ; xik : ik ‘ Y : 
where  is either a long occurrence of a composite positive subtype of  or an
atom which is the tail of both a long positive and a long negative composite
subtype of . If the -depth of Y in X is positive,  is a proper subtype of .
i1 ; : : : ; ik are distinct long negative subtypes of .
Proof. If xi is a variable of type 1!    ! n! a that appears in Z then for some m
(06m6n), it appears in a subterm T (xiX1 : : : Xm), where T is a variable or is formed
by application, or one of the form xr: xiX1 : : : Xm. In either we can replace xiX1 : : : Xm,
which has type m+1!    ! n! a by xm+1 : : : xn: xiX1: Xmxm+1 : : : xn, which is still
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in -normal form and has the same type, provided xj : j for m+ 16j6n. xm+1 : : : xn
can be variables of the appropriate type already in Z or variables new to Z . We let
X 0 be the result of making all possible replacements of this kind.
(i) If X 0 now contains two variables xk and xr with the same type  we can change
any part xr: B(xk ; xr) of X 0 to xk : B(xk ; xk) and any part xr: B(xr) to xk : B(xk).
Let X be the term obtained when all possible changes of this kind have been
made to X . In X no two distinct variables will have the same type.
(Note that this change of variables is not -conversion, in general X 0 6=X .)
(ii) By Lemma 1 the type of Z is unchanged by each of the substitutions made above.
(iii) We prove this by induction on the -depth d of Y in X .
If X is formed by application, as it is in long normal form, it takes the form
X  xiX1 : : : Xm
and the type of X must be dependent on that of xi, which does not agree with (ii).
Hence X is not formed by application and if = 1!    ! n! a takes the
form
X  x1 : : : xn: xiX1 : : : Xm;
where n must be >1 (Note: some of x1; : : : ; xn could be identical.)
If d=0 and Y is long, we must have Y  X and the result holds with k =0 and
= .
If d=1 and X = x1 : : : xn: xiX1 : : : Xm; Y will appear in xiX1 : : : Xm, not in the
scope of any xjs. Thus it appears in a part xtZ1 : : : ZrYZr+2 : : : Zq of X for some
t (16t6n). (This includes the case where i= t; X1 = Z1; : : : ; Xr+1 = Y; : : : ; Xm= Zq.)
If t = 1!    ! q! b we have, x1 : 1; : : : ; xn : n ‘ Y : r+1.
= r+1 is a long negative subtype of t and so a long positive proper subtype
of .
If r+1 is an atom and Y is composite, Y must be of the form xsW1 : : : Wu with
(16s6n) and u>1 and so r+1 must also be the tail of a long negative composite
subtype s of .
Leaving out the variables not free in Y and variables identical to others from the
left of the ‘ gives the result.
If d>1; X  x1 : : : xn: xiX1 : : : Xj : : : Xm, where Y is a long subterm of xn+1 : : :
xk : xsZ1 : : : Zp (with k>n), which appears in Xj, for some j, but not in the scope
of any s in Xj, we have by the induction hypothesis:
x1 : 1; : : : ; xn : n ‘ xn+1 : : : xk : xsZ1 : : : Zp : ;
where  is a long occurrence of a composite positive subtype of . Then
x1 : : : xn: xsZ1 : : : Zp : 1!    ! n! ;
where Y is a long subterm of x1 : : : xn: xsZ1 : : : Zp of -depth d− 1.
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As d−1>1 (iii) holds by the induction hypothesis with  a long positive proper
subtype of 1!    ! n!  and so of , or an atom which is the tail of a long
positive as well as of a long negative composite subtype of 1!    ! k! b
and so of .
It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that an X in long normal form such that
X : ;
can be built up from subterms of the form
xr : : : xs: xiX1 : : : Xn;
where xi : i; i is a long negative subtype of , and i has tail a, where a is an atom
which is also the tail of a positive subtype of .
The compound types of these subterms in long normal form must be among the long
positive subtypes of .
Example. If = a! a! ((a! a)! b)! b, the distinct long negative subtypes of 
are a and (a! a)! b. (a! a)! b occurs once in , a has three long negative occur-
rences. The long positive subtypes are a! a and  itself. The only variables that we
need, to nd a term X of type  are x1 : a and x2 : (a! a)! b and the only composite
long subterm Y of X we need to have has type a! a.
With this in mind we arrive at the following algorithm for nding inhabitants of
types, i.e. proofs in intuitionistic implicational logic.
The H! Decision Procedure or the SK-Long Inhabitant Search Algorithm
Aim: Given a type , to nd a closed X in long normal form (if any) such that
‘ X : 
Step 1: To each distinct long negative subtype i of  assign a variable xi giving a
nite list: List 1 : x1 : 1; : : : ; xm : m
These are ordered, rst by the depth of each i in  (shallowest rst) and second
from left to right.
Step 2: From List 1, or List 2 in previous Steps 2, we have, for certain atomic types
b, which are the tail of both long positive and long negative subtypes of , statements
of the form: X1 : b; : : : ; Xp : b; where the free variables of any Xi do not include the
free variables of any other. We call this List 2. (At the rst Step 2, List 2 consists
only of variables with appropriate atomic types from List 1.) From previous Steps 3
(if any) we have, for certain long positive subtypes  of , statements of the form
Y1 : ; : : : ; Yq : ; where the free variables of any Yi do not include the free variables
of any other. Such statements for various s form List 3. For any xi, a variable with
type i  1!    ! k! a; (k>0), which does not appear at the head of any term
with type a in List 2, which has 1; : : : ; k as types in List 2 or 3, add xiZ1   Zk : a
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to List 2, where Z1   Zk are the appropriate Xj's or Yj's from Lists 2 and 3. For any
xiZ1   Zk : a in List 2, if the last Step 2 or 3 has added a Z 0j : j (16j6k) to List 2 or
3, add xiZ1   Zj−1Z 0jZj + 1   Zk to List 2, provided this new term does not include
the set of free variables of any other term in List 2 with type a.
Step 3: For any statement Xi : b added to List 2 by the last Step 2 and for any long
positive subtype = i1 !    ! ik ! b of  add xi1    xik Xi :  to List 3, provided
it does not already have a term of type  with free variables a subset of FV (Xi) −
fxi1 ;    ; xikg.
If there is no such term we continue with Steps 2 and 3 until we obtain no more
terms with a \new" set of free variables or a new (atomic tail or long positive) type.
If there are no new terms there is no solution X .
Note. (1) The algorithm terminates when in a Step 2 (after the rst) no new terms
can be added to List 2.
(2) Because of the ordering of the variables of X in Step 1 any subterm Y formed
by the algorithm will be in the scope of x1x2 : : : xnxp1xp1+1 : : : xp2xp3 : : : xp4 : : : xpq
where n<p1<p2<p3 : : :<pq and where each xpi : : : xpi+1 represents a single set
of abstractions.
(3) The algorithm of Ben{Yelles (see [6]) or its simpler version in [3], produces
all the long normal form -term inhabitants of a type  by working from the outside
inwards : If = 1!    ! k! a; X must take the form x1    xkX 0: The current
algorithm is simpler in producing only one long normal form term X of minimal
length. This term is built up starting with the variables to be used, using only particular
applications and abstractions.
(4) The X found by the algorithm can be simplied further, and possibly have its
-depth reduced, by applying -reductions.
Example 1.  = [((a! b)!d)!d]! [(a! b)!d! e]! [a! a! b]! a! b.
Step 1: List 1.
x1 : ((a! b)!d)!d; x2 : (a! b)!d! e;
x3 : a! a! b; x4 : a; x5 : a! b:
Step 2: List 2.
x4 : a; x3x4x4 : b; x5x4 : b:
Step 3: List 3.
x4: x3x4x4 : a! b; x4: x5x4 : a! b; x1x2x3x4: x3x4x4 : :
Example 2.
 = ((a! b)! a)! a:
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Step 1: List 1.
x1 : (a! b)! a; x2 : a:
Step 2: List 2.
x2 : a:
(No new terms can be formed by application.)
Step 3: List 3.
x1: x2 : :
No new terms can be formed. x1: x2 is not closed so  has no inhabitants and no
proof in H!.
Example 3.
=(a! a! b)! ((a! b)! b)! b:
Step 1: List 1.
x1 : a! a! b; x2 : (a! b)! b; x3 : a:
Step 2: List 2.
x3 : a; x1x3x3 : b:
Step 3: List 3.
x3: x1x3x3 : a! b:
Step 2: New to List 2.
x2(x3: x1x3x3) : b:
Step 3: New to List 3.
x1x2: x2(x3: x1x3x3) : :
Note. The alternative inhabitant of  in Example 3:
x1x2: x2(x3: x2(x4: x1x3x4)
is a counterexample, due to Ryo Kashima, to an earlier version of Lemma 2. This
claimed property (iii) for any inhabitant X of the given type  in long normal form,
rather than just some X .
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Theorem 1. Given a type ; the SK-long inhabitant search algorithm will; in nite
time; record an inhabitant of  of minimal -depth or will demonstrate that  has no
inhabitants. The algorithm will record at most F() terms before terminating.
Proof. It follows from the Weak Normalisation Theorem (see [6] or [3]) that if  has
an inhabitant, this inhabitant has a normal form and this will also have type .
By Lemma 2,  will have an inhabitant X of the form prescribed there. We show
that our SK-algorithm provides such an inhabitant X of .
Step 1 of the SK-algorithm provides us with the largest set of variables x1; : : : ; xm
that, by Lemma 2, need appear in a long normal form solution for X .
Step 2 of the algorithm considers terms U = xiX1 : : : Xn with an atomic type having
a particular subset of x1; : : : ; xm as free variables. By Lemma 1 other terms xjY1 : : : Yk
with the same atomic type and a superset of these free variables can at most produce
alternative inhabitants and so do not need to be considered. The algorithm does not
record these.
The total number of variables we can have is dn(). These are the terms in List 1.
The number of subsets of these is at most 2dn(), the number of atomic types we can
have is at most dapn() so the number of terms in List 2 is at most 2dn(): dapn().
Step 3 forms terms in long normal form which have composite long positive subtypes
of  as types. There are dcp() of these and we can form at most one of these terms
for each set of variables. Hence the most terms in List 3 is 2dn(): dcp().
The maximal number of terms formed using the algorithm is therefore dn() +
2dn(): (dapn() + dcp())=F().
Note that the substitutions in the proof of Lemma 2 preserve -depth, so if  has
an inhabitant, it has one that is of minimal -depth and is in long normal form.
Each use of Step 3 produces terms of -depth one greater than the previous use.
Thus when the algorithm nds an inhabitant of , it is one of minimal -depth.
Note. As
dapn() + dcp()6dp();
where dp() is the number of occurrences of distinct positive subtypes in ,
F()<dn() + 2dn(): dp()<2dn()+dp()62d();
where d() is the number of long subtypes of  so F()<2jj.
In Example 1, F()= 197 while 2d() = 212 and 2jj=225. The actual number of
terms formed by the algorithm was 10.
Eciency: We have measured the eciency of our algorithm (and others below) by
the maximal number of terms that can be recorded in our three lists. In all examples
the number of terms recorded is however substantially less. A certain number of trails
not leading to listed terms, in a use of the algorithm, is usually unavoidable, but has
been kept low. The bounds F() and G() below, are therefore not directly related to
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standard complexity measures, but as F() and G() have exponential components, we
certainly cannot claim to have an algorithm that is polynomial in jj. The problem of
determining if an arbitrary  is inhabited is known to be p-space complete as is that
of determining whether such a  is the type of a closed term. (See [10].)
4. BCK logic
BCK logic is based on ! e and the axiom schemes B, C and K. This logic satises
the nite model property and so is also decidable. Decidability was rst proved in [7],
but the method given there does not provide proofs. An adaptation of the SK-algorithm
provides a simple way of generating a proof or a guarantee of no proof, for a given
formula.
Proofs in BCK logic can be represented by BCK-combinators or by closed BCK-
denable -terms.
Theorem 2 (Bunder [3]). All BCK-denable -terms are given by:
(i) A variable is a BCK-denable -term.
(ii) If X and Y are BCK-denable -terms then (XY ) is BCK-denable.
(iii) If X is a BCK-denable -term and x appears free in X at most once then
x: X is BCK-denable.
To denote the fact that a BCK-denable -term X has type  we will sometimes
write: ‘BCK X : .
We now adapt our long inhabitant search algorithm to search for BCK-denable
-terms in long normal form.
The BCK Logic Decision Procedure or
the BCK-Long Inhabitant Search Algorithm
Aim: Given a type  to nd a closed BCK-denable -term in long normal form (if
any) such that
‘ X : :
Step 1: To each occurrence of a long negative subtype i of  assign a variable xi
giving List 1:
x1 : 1; : : : ; xm : m:
Steps 2 and 3: These are as for the SK-algorithm except that no term is recorded that
contains any free variable more than once.
Example 1.
= [((a! b)!d)!d]! [(a! b)!d! e]! [a! a! b]! a! b:
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Step 1: List 1.
x1 : ((a! b)!d)!d; x2 : (a! b)!d! e;
x3 : a! a! b; x4 : a; x5 : a! b; x6 : a:
Step 2: List 2.
x4 : a; x6 : a; x5x4 : b; x5x6 : b; x3x4x6 : b:
Step 3: List 3.
x4: x5x4 : a! b;
x4: x3x4x6 : a! b; x6: x3x4x6 : a! b; x1x2x3x4: x5x4 : ;
x1x2x3x6: x3x4x6 : ; x1x2x3x4: x3x4x6 : :
No new terms are generated by further uses of steps 2 and 3 and as the terms with
type  are not closed, there is no BCK inhabitant of . Note that  does have an SK
inhabitant x1x2x3x4: x3x4x4, but this is not BCK because x4 is used twice.
Example 4.
=((a! a)! a! a! b)! a! a! b:
Step 1: List 1.
x1 : (a! a)! a! a! b; x2 : a; x3 : a; x4 : a;
Step 2: List 2.
No new terms are formed.
Step 3: List 3.
x2: x2 : a! a:
Step 2: New to List 2.
x1(x2: x2)x2x3 : b;
x1(x2: x2)x2x4 : b; x1(x2: x2)x3x4 : b:
Step 3: New to List 3.
x1x2x3: x1(x2: x2)x2x3 : :
Note. (1) The SK algorithm would have produced only x1x2x3: x1(x2x2)x2x2 :  which
is not a BCK-denable -term.
(2) It was essential here to have a variable for each distinct long negative occurrence
of a in .
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Lemma 3. If X is a BCK term which is a normal form inhabitant of ; U a subterm
of X of type  and V a BCK term of type ; in which no free variable appears more
than once, with FV (V )FV (U ); then the result of replacing U by V in X is another
BCK inhabitant of .
Proof. As for Lemma 1.
Lemma 4. If ‘BCK Z : ; then there is a term X in long normal form such that:
(i) ‘BCK X : 
(ii) For every long composite subterm Y of X with FV (Y )= fxi1 ; : : : ; xing we have
xi1 : i1 ; : : : ; xin : in ‘BCK Y : ;
where  is either a long occurrence of a composite positive subtype of  or an
atom which is the tail of both a long positive and a long negative composite
subtype of . If the -depth of Y is positive  is a proper subtype of .
i1 ; : : : ; in are distinct occurrences of long negative subtypes of .
Proof. (i) The formation of an X in long normal form is as in the proof of
Lemma 2(i) except that the extra variables xm+1; : : : ; xn that are chosen must not be
free in xiX1; : : : ; Xm, (otherwise xm+1 : : : xn: xiX1 : : : Xmxm+1 : : : xn would not be a BCK-
denable -term). Also for the same reason, we do not identify distinct variables with
the same type. We let X be a term obtained by the expansion of Z to long normal
form.
(ii) We prove (ii) by induction on the -depth of Y in X . This goes as in the
proof of Lemma 2(ii) except that we have to show that we have at most one variable
for each distinct occurrence of a long negative subtype of . We extend the proof of
Lemma 2(ii) to include this.
When d=1, we clearly have one variable for each long negative subtype 1 : : : ; n of
= 1!    ! n! a and no others.
When d>1 we have by the induction hypothesis that the types i1 ; : : : ; ip of the vari-
ables of Y are distinct occurrences of long negative subtypes of 1!    ! n!  and
therefore of .
Note that as in BCK (and BCI) logic there can be only one free occurrence of each
variable xt in a term before we abstract with respect to xt , so there can be no other
use of xt that might generate another set of variables with as types the long negative
subtypes of t .
Theorem 3. Given a type ; the BCK long inhabitant search algorithm will in -
nite time produce an inhabitant of  of minimal -depth or will demonstrate that
 has no BCK-inhabitants. The algorithm will record at most G() terms before
terminating.
Proof. As for Theorem 1, except that Lemmas 3 and 4 replace Lemmas 1 and 2.
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It might be thought that the BCK algorithm might require fewer than the maximal
F() terms required for SK, in fact it requires more because there may be several
variables with the same type. Even when this is not the case, both algorithms require
at most one term for each given type and each set of variables. For SK some variables
may appear several times, for BCK they may not.
For BCI, in addition, all abstracted variables will have to appear in the term being
abstracted.
5. BCI logic
BCI logic is based on the ! e rule and the axiom schemes B, C and I. The logic is
decidable, just as BCK logic. The decision procedure of Jaskowski [7] also provides
proofs. Alternatively, as any BCK theorem has a unique long normal form proof, if
this is BCI denable, it is also a BCI proof. Hence decidability (and proofs) can be
obtained from the BCK algorithm. Our direct algorithm will be similar to the BCK-
algorithm.
BCI-proofs are represented by BCI-combinators or by closed BCI-denable -terms.
Theorem 4 (Bunder [3]). All BCI-denable -terms are given by:
(i) A variable is a BCI-denable -term.
(ii) If X and Y are BCI-denable so is (XY ).
(iii) If X is BCI-denable and x has exactly one free occurence in X then x: X is
BCI-denable.
Again we can adapt the long inhabitant search algorithm.
The BCI Logic Decision Procedure or
the BCI-Long Inhabitant Search Algorithm
Aim: Given a type  to nd a closed BCI-denable -term X in long normal form (if
any) such that:
‘ X : :
Method: As for the BCK-algorithm except that in Step 2 \does not include the set
of free variables of any other" is replaced by \does not have the same set of free
variables as any other" and in Step 3 \a subset of" is deleted. Also in Step 3 we may
only form xi : : : xj: Z if xi; : : : ; xj occur free in Z exactly once each.
Example 5.
=((a! b)! c)! b!d! (c! e)! e:
Step 1: List 1.
x1 : (a! b)! c; x2 : b; x3 :d; x4 : c! e; x5 : a:
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Step 2: List 2.
x2 : b:
(No new terms are formed.)
Step 3: x5: x2 is not a BCI--term, so no new terms are generated and so there is no
BCI-proof of .
Example 6.
((a! b! c)!d)! (b! a! c)!d:
Step 1: List 1.
x1 : (a! b! c)!d; x2 : b! a! c; x3 : a; x4 : b:
Step 2: List 2.
x2x4x3 : c:
Step 3: List 3.
x3x4: x2x4x3 : a! b! c:
Step 2: New to List 2.
x1(x3x4: x2x4x3) :d:
Step 3: New to List 3.
x1x2: x1(x3x4: x2x4x3) : :
Example 4 also produced a BCI-term.
Theorem 5. Given a type ; the BCI-long inhabitant search algorithm will, in nite
time, produce an inhabitant of  of minimal -depth or will demonstrate that  has
no inhabitants. The algorithm will record at most G() terms before terminating.
Proof. Lemma 3 holds provided that V is a BCI-term such that FV (V )=FV (U ) and
each free variable of V appears exactly once in V . If Z in Lemma 4 is a BCI-term so
is X .
The proof of the theorem now proceeds as for Theorem 3 except that in any
substitution [V=U ]X the above restrictions apply. Hence identity of sets of free vari-
ables was needed in Step 2 of the BCI-algorithm. In Steps 2 and 3 we must, for
each subset of fx1; : : : ; xmg, consider a term with those free variables with a particular
atomic negative or long positive composite subtype of . The number of terms to be
recorded is therefore increased, but remains within G().
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6. BCIW logic (R! )
This logic has a decision procedure (see [11]), but its maximum complexity is related
to Ackermann's function.
BCIW-proofs are represented by BCIW-combinators or (by [3]) by BCIW-denable
-terms (i.e. Church -terms or BCIS-denable -terms).
Theorem 6 (Bunder [3]). All BCIW-denable -terms are given by:
(i) A variable is a BCIW-denable -term.
(ii) If X and Y are BCIW-denable -terms so is (XY ).
(iii) If X is a BCIW-denable -term and x appears free in X at least once then
x: X is a BCIW-denable -term.
The BCIW Long Inhabitant Search Algorithm
Aim: Given a type  to nd a closed BCIW-denable -term X in long normal form
(if any) such that
‘ X : :
Method: As for the BCI-algorithm except that in Steps 2 and 3 each variable must
appear in Y and Z at least once.
If the algorithm that we have to this stage fails, additional variables with the same
types as the ones rst given in Step 1 are added and the previous algorithm is repeated.
Note that as it is not clear as to how many times new variables might need to be
added, this method, while, as shown in Theorem 7, it leads to nding an inhabitant if
there is one, does not constitute a decision procedure. The need for extra variables is
illustrated in Example 8 below.
Example 1.
= [((a! b)!d)!d]! [(a! b)!d! e]! [a! a! b]! a! b:
Step 1: List 1.
x1 : ((a! b)!d)!d; x2 : (a! b)!d! e;
x3 : a! a! b; x4 : a; x5 : a! b; x6 : a:
Step 2: List 2.
x4 : a; x6 : a; x3x4x4 : b; x3x4x6 : b; x3x6x6 : b; x5x4 : b; x5x6 : b:
Step 3: List 3.
x4: x3x4x4 : a! b; x4: x3x4x6 : a! b; x6: x3x4 x6 : a! b;
x4: x5x4 : a! b:
We cannot form x1x2x3x4: x3x4x4 as this is not a BCIW-denable -term.
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We can form no more terms by Step 2 as we have no terms of type d or (a! b)!d
and no new terms of type a. Hence  has no BCIW-inhabitant.
Example 7.
=(c! a! a! a)! c! a! a:
Step 1: List 1.
x1 : c! a! a! a; x2 : c; x3 : a:
Step 2: List 2.
x2 : c; x3 : a; x1x2x3x3 : a:
Step 3: List 3.
x1x2x3: x1x2x3x3 : :
Example 8.
= c! c! (a! a! b)! (c! (a! b)! b)! b:
Step 1: List 1. x1 : c; x2 : c; x3 : a! a! b; x4 : c! (a! b)! b; x5 : a:
Step 2: List 2. x1 : c; x2 : c; x5 : a; x3x5x5 : b:
Step 3: List 3. x5: x3x5x5 : a! b:
Step 2: New to List 2. x4x1(x5: x3x5x5) : b; x4x2(x5: x3x5x5) : b.
Step 3: New to List 3. No new terms can be formed.
(Add to) Step 1, Lists 1 and 2. x6 : a.
Step 2: New to List 2. x3x5x6 : b:
Step 3: New to List 3. x6: x3x5x6 : a! b; x5: x3x5x6 : a! b.
Step 2: New to List 2.
x4x1(x6: x3x5x6) : b; x4x2(x6: x3x5x6) : b; x4x1(x5: x3x5x6):b;
x4x2(x5: x3x5x6) : b;
Step 3: New to List 3.
x5: x4x1(x6: x3x5x6) : a! b; x5: x4x2(x6: x3x5x6) : a! b:
Step 2: New to List 2.
x4x1(x5: x4x1(x6: x3x5x6)) : b; x4x2(x5: x4x1(x6: x3x5x6)) : b;
x4x2(x5: x4x2(x6: x3x5x6)) : b:
Step 3: New to List 3. x1x2x3x4: x4x2(x5: x4x1(x6: x3x5x6)) : .
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Note that in Example 8 x4 is used twice and so the one occurrence of a in c! (a! b)
! b, requires two variables of type a. If these were identied the resultant -term would
no longer be BCIW-denable.
Theorem 7. Given a nonempty type ; the BCIW long inhabitant search algorithm
will; in nite time; produce an inhabitant.
Proof. Lemma 3 holds for BCIW-terms provided that we have FV (U )=FV (V ).
If Z in Lemma 4 is a BCIW-term so is X . In the counterpart to Lemma 4 the word
\distinct" must also be dropped for the reasons illustrated in Example 6 above.
The proof of the theorem now proceeds as that of Theorem 5 except that mul-
tiple copies of variables may appear in substitutions and in terms formed by the
algorithm.
In Theorems 1, 3 and 5 the inhabitant found by the relevant algorithm was of
minimal -depth. In the case of the BCIW algorithm. and the BB0IW one below, this
cannot be guaranteed as a term of lower -depth might be found if extra variables
were used.
7. BB′IW logic (T!)
BB0IW logic is based on the ! e rule and the axiom schemes B, B0, I and W. No
decision procedure is known for this logic.
BB0IW proofs are represented by BB0 IW-combinators or by closed BB0IW-denable
-terms.
To dene the class of BB0IW-denable -terms we rst need to dene the class
HRM (i1; : : : ; in) of hereditrarily right maximal terms relative to xi1; : : : ; xin.
Denition 10. (i) Every variable is in HRM (i1; : : : ; in)
(ii) If M;N 2HRM (i1; : : : ; in)
and idx (M; i1; : : : ; in)6idx (N; i1; : : : ; in);
then (MN )2HRM (i1; : : : ; in);
idx (M; i1; : : : ; in)= maxf(pj16p6n^ xip 2FV (M))g.
(iii) If M 2HRM (i1; : : : ; in+1);
then xin+1 : M 2HRM (i1; : : : ; in):
Theorem 8 (Bunder [3]). All BB0IW-denable -terms are given by:
(i) Every variable is a BB0IW-denable -term.
(ii) If M and N are BB0IW-denable so is (MN ).
(iii) If M is BB0IW-denable; M 2HRM (i1; : : : ; in); FV (M)fxi1; : : : ; xing and xin 2
FV (M) then xin: M is BB0IW-denable.
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The BB0IW-Long Inhabitant Search Algorithm
Aim: Given a type  to nd a closed BB0IW--term X in long normal form (if any)
such that
‘ X : 
Step 1: As for BCIW.
Step 2: For each atom b and for each subsequence ( j1; : : : ; jr) of (1; : : : ; m) nd
one BB0IW-denable -term Y  xji X1 : : : Xk (k>0; 16i6r), such that Y 2HRM
( j1; : : : ; jr); Y : b and FV (Y )= fxj1 ; : : : ; xjrg, if there is not already such a Y .
Step 3: For each subsequence ( j1; : : : ; jr) of (1; : : : ; m) and for each long positive
composite subtype  of , form a BB0IW-denable -term Y by abstraction so that
Y :  and FV (Y )= fxj1 ; : : : ; xjrg, if we do not already have such a Y .
Now repeat steps 2 and 3 and if needs be add extra variables as for BCIW.
As with the BCIW-algorithm this does not, in general, provide a decision procedure.
Example 9.
=(a! b! c!d)! a! c! b!d:
Step 1: List 1. x1 : a! b! c!d; x2 : a; x3 : c; x4 : b.
Step 2: List 2. x1x2x4x3 :d and x1x2x4x3 2HRM (1; 2; 4; 3).
Step 3: The only term with a positive subtype of  that can be formed is x1x2x3
x4: x1x2x4x3 : ; but this is not a BB0IW-denable -term. Adding extra variables with
the same types only allows us to generate this same (modulo- conversion) inhabitant
of .
Example 7.
=(c! a! a! a)! c! a! a:
The only BCIW denable -term inhabitant of  was x1x2x3: x1x2x3x3; this is also a
BB0IW-denable -term.
Theorem 9. Given a type ; the BB0IW long inhabitant search algorithm will; in nite
time; produce an inhabitant.
Proof. As for Theorem 7, except that we can replace subterms only by subterms
belonging to the same class HRM ( j1; : : : ; jr) (16j1<   <jr6m).
8. The BB′I logic (T! −W;P −W )
BB0I logic is based on the ! e rule and the axioms B, B0 and I. A decision
procedure is available from that for BCK logic as for BCI logic. We have a direct
algorithm below.
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BB0I proofs are represented by BB0I-combinators or BB0I-denable -terms.
Theorem 10 (Bunder [3]). A BB0I-denable -term is a BB0IW-denable -term in
which every variable ( free or bound) appears exactly once (xi in a xi is not counted).
The BB0I Logic or T! −W; (P −W ) Decision Procedure or
the BB0I Long Inhabitant Search Algorithm
Aim: Given a type  to nd a closed BB0I-denable -term X in long normal form (if
any) such that
‘ X : :
Method: As for BB0IW logic except that in the terms formed in Step 2 no free variable
may appear twice and that no extra variables need be added.
Example 7.
=(c! a! a! a)! c! a! a:
The only BB0IW-inhabitant of  is x1x2x3: x1x2x3x3 and this is not a BB0I-denable
-term. Thus  has no BB0I-inhabitants.
Example 10.
= [(a! a)! a]! (a! a)! a:
Step 1: List 1. x1 : (a! a)! a; x2 : a! a; x3 : a.
Step 2: List 2. x2x3 : a.
Step 3: List 3. x3: x3 : a! a; x3: x2x3 : a! a:
Step 2: New to List 2. x1(x3: x2x3) : a; x1(x3: x3) : a.
Step 3: New to List 3. x1x2: x1(x3: x2x3) : .
Theorem 11. Given a type  the BB0I-long inhabitant search algorithm will; in
nite time; produce an inhabitant or will demonstrate that  has no inhabitants.
The algorithm will produce at most G() terms before terminating.
Proof. As for Theorem 9, except that each variable xi must appear exactly once in
Y in any xi:Y as with BCI logic. Also as in Theorem 3 and 5 the procedure can
be bounded. Note that the number of subsequences of a sequence is the same as the
number of subsets of the corresponding set.
9. BB′IK logic
BB0IK logic is based on the rule ! e and the axioms B, B0, I and K. A decision
procedure is available from that for BCK logic as for BCI logic. We have a direct
algorithm below.
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The BB0IK-denable -terms can be dened as those terms X , which by a series
of replacements of subterms xi:Y by xi:[KZxi=Z]Y , where xi =2FV (Y ), can be trans-
formed into BB0I-denable -terms. In [3] there is a \full ordering algorithm" that does
this. Alternatively these terms can be dened in terms of the class PRM (i1; : : : ; in), the
class of potentially right maximal terms.
Denition 11. (i) If xi is a variable xi 2 PRM (i).
(ii) If M 2PRM (i1; : : : ; in−1) and xin =2FV (M) then M 2PRM (i1; : : : ; in−1; in).
(iii) If M 2PRM (i1; : : : ; in+1) then xin+1:M 2PRM (i1; : : : ; in).
(iv) If M 2PRM ( j1; : : : ; jp) and N 2PRM (r1; : : : ; rq) where
p= q= n=0 or rq = in;
fj1; : : : ; jpg\ fr1; : : : ; rqg = ;;
FV (M)\fxr1 ; : : : ; xrqg = ;;
FV (N )\fxj1 ; : : : ; xjpg = ;
and (i1; : : : ; in) consists of the elements of ( j1; : : : ; jp) and (r1; : : : ; rq) with the orders
preserved then (MN )2PRM (i1; : : : ; in).
Theorem 12 (Bunder [3]). All BB0IK-denable -terms are given by:
(i) Every variable is BB0IK-denable.
(ii) If M and N are BB0IK-denable; so is (MN ).
(iii) If M is BB0IK-denable M 2PRM (i1; : : : ; in); FV (M)fxi1 ; : : : ; xing then xin :M
is BB0IK-denable.
The BB0IK Logic Decision Procedure or
the BB0IK-Long Inhabitant Search Algorithm
Aim: Given a type  to nd a closed BB0IK-denable  term X in long normal form
(if any) such that
‘ X : :
Method: As for BB0I logic except that in Step 2 HRM is replaced by PRM .
Example 10.
= b! (b! c)! a! c
Step 1: List 1.
x1 : b; x2 : b! c; x3 : a
Step 2: List 2.
x2x1 : c (x2x1 2PRM (1; 2; 3))
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Step 3: List 3.
x1x2x3: x2x1 : :
Theorem 13. Given a type  the BB0IK long inhabitant search algorithm will; in
nite time; produce an inhabitant or will demonstrate that  has no inhabitant. The
algorithm will produce at most G() terms before terminating.
Proof. As for Theorem 9.
10. Summary and some other logics
We have algorithms that, given a type (formula) , will nd an inhabitant (proof)
X within a xed nite time determined by , or a guarantee that there is no inhab-
itant (proof). This can be done for the terms denable using the following sets of
combinators (in the following logics): SK, BCK, BCI, BB0IK.
This can be extended using the work in [3] to the following: BB0, BT, BB0K, BIT,
BITK. BTK, and BTW.
There are algorithms for BCIW and BB0IW that do not terminate in a xed time
and similar ones for BCW and BB0W can easily be found.
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